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In a recent paper, Brock and Granville consider the following question. Fix
a genus g51. For a "nite "eld F
q
of odd characteristic, denote by S
2g‘1
(F
q
)
the set of those monic polynomials f (x) in F
q
[x] of the form
x2g‘1#(a polynomial of degree42g!1),
which in addition have 2g#1 distinct roots in F1
q
. For each point f in
S
2g‘1
(F
q
), consider the projective smooth hyperelliptic curve C
f
/F
q
of genus g,
whose a$ne equation is
y2"f (x),
and which has a single point at in"nity. For each f in S
2g‘1
(F
q
), and for integer
r51, consider the number dC
f
(F
qr
) or F
qr
-valued points of C
f
. For given r,
Brock and Granville ask what can be said about the average value of
dC
f
(F
qr
), as f varies over S
2g‘1
(F
q
).
For r"1, this average value is q#1. Indeed, any single hyperelliptic curve
and its quadratic twist have between them a total of 2q#2 points over F
q
.
This same trick of considering quadratic twists shows that for any odd r, the
average value is qr#1.
For r"2, they show that the situation is quite di!erent. The average value
of dC (F ), as f varies over S (F ), is not q2#1, but rather it isf q¨ 2g‘1 q
45
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46 NICHOLAS M. KATZq2#q#O(q1@2). This phenomenon of extra points in quadratic extensions is
the quadratic excess of the title.
In this note, we will show Brock}Granville quadratic excess is ubiquitous
and occurs in families of varieties of all sorts. Roughly speaking, it occurs in
any family whose monodromy is irreducible, nontrivial, and self-dual. Quad-
ratic excess is just the diophantine expression of the (cohomological incarna-
tion of the) Frobenius}Schur indicator. We will also explore the question of
excess in extensions of higher degree.
THE FROBENIUS}SCHUR INDICATOR
When a compact group G operates irreducibly on a "nite-dimensional
C-vector space<, we have the following trichotomy: either the representation
< of G is not self-dual, or it is orthogonally self-dual, or it symplectically
self-dual. As Frobenius and Schur discovered in 1906 (cf. [F}S]; [Cur, pp.
150}154]), the integral (for the total mass one Haar measure dg on G)
P
G
Trace(g2 D<)dg,
now called the Frobenius}Schur indicator, distinguishes among these cases:
P
G
Trace(g2 D<)dg"0, if < is not self-dual,
"1, if < is orthogonally self-dual,
"!1, if < is symplectically self-dual.
To see this, recall the universal linear algebra identities
Trace(g D<?<)"Trace(g DSym2(<))#Trace(g D"2 (<)),
Trace(g2 D<)"Trace(g DSym2(<))!Trace(g D"2 (<)),
and the representation theory identity
P
G
Trace(g Dany representation = of G)dg"dim(=G).
FROBENIUS}SCHUR AND BROCK}GRANVILLE 47The last identity gives
P
G
Trace(g D<?< )dg"dim((<?<)G)"dim(Hom
G
(<@, <)),
which is equal to 1 if < is self-dual and 0 if not. The linear algebra identities
give
P
G
Trace(g D<?<)dg"dim(Sym2(< ))G#dim("2(<))G,
P
G
Trace(g2 D<)dg"dim(Sym2(< ))G!dim("2(<))G,
so we "nd the asserted value for :
G
Trace(g2 D< )dg.
On the other hand, so long as the irreducible action of G on< is nontrivial,
we have
P
G
Trace(g D<)dg"dim(<G)"0.
A NOTATIONAL CONVENTION
We will frequently be averaging a C-valued function f over some "nite set
S. In what follows, we will write
P
S
f (s)ds :"(1/dS) +
s */ S
f (s).
APPLICATION TO FAMILIES OF CURVES
Fix a genus g51. Let k be a "nite "eld, S/k a smooth, geometrically
connected k-scheme of dimension d51, and
n :CPS
48 NICHOLAS M. KATZa proper smooth family of geometrically connected curves of genus g. Fix
a prime number l invertible in k. We have the lisse sheaf
F :"R1n
*
Q1
l
of rank 2g on S, which is pure of weight one and carries a symplectic
autoduality (cup-product) toward Q1
l
(!1). For each "nite extension E/k and
each point s in S (E), the genus g curve C
s
/E has
dC
s
(E)"dE#1!Trace(Frob
E,s
DR1n
*
Q1
l
).
It is known that F is completely reducible as a representation of
n’%0.
1
(S) :"n
1
(S?
k
kM ). We say that the family has irreducible monodromy if
F is irreducible as a representation of n’%0.
1
(S), or equivalently (using the
complete reducibility) if End(F) as a representation of n’%0.
1
(S) has a one-
dimensional space of invariants (or equivalently, of coinvariants). Using the
autoduality ofF toward Q1
l
(!1), we see that the monodromy is irreducible if
and only if the cup-product pairing
F?FPQ1
l
(!1)
induces an isomorphism
H2d
c
(S?
k
kM ,F?F):H2d
c
(S?
k
kM , Q1
l
(!1))"Q1
l
(!1!d ).
There is a simple diophantine criterion for this irreducibility, as follows. The
family has irreducible monodromy if and only if
limdE?=
(1/dE)P
S (E)
(dE#1!dC
s
(E))2"1;
cf. [Ka-MFC].
We refer to [Ka}Sar, RMFEM, 10.1.16, 10.1.18.3}5, 10.2.2, 10.3.1}4
(which covers the hyperelliptic family considered in the introduction),
10.6.11] for examples of families of curves with irreducible monodromy. In all
these examples, the geometric monodromy group is not only irreducible, it is
the full symplectic group. But there are also families of curves with quite
small, but still irreducible, monodromy. For example, there are iso-trivial
families whose monodromy is a "nite irreducible group (e.g., the two-para-
meter family of supersingular elliptic curves
y2!y"x3#Ax#B
is characteristic 2).
FROBENIUS}SCHUR AND BROCK}GRANVILLE 49Suppose now that the monodromy is irreducible. SinceF has rank 2g’1,
the irreducible monodromy is necessarily nontrivial, so we have
H2d
c
(S ?
k
kM ,F)"0.
Now consider the direct sum decomposition
F?F"Sym2 (F)="2(F).
Since the cup-product pairing is alternating, it induces a surjection
"2 (F)PQ1
l
(!1),
and in turn a surjection
H2d
c
(S?
k
kM , "2(F))PH2d
c
(S ?
k
kM , Q1
l
(!1))"Q1
l
(!1!d ).
From the decomposition
H2d
c
(S?
k
kM ,F?F)"H2d
c
(S?
k
kM , Sym2(F)) =H2d
c
(S?
k
kM , "2(F))
of the one-dimensional space H2d
c
(S?
k
kM ,F?F):"Q1
l
(!1!d), we infer
that
H2d
c
(S?
k
kM , "2(F)):Q1
l
(!1!d ),
H2d
c
(S?
k
kM , Sym2 (F))"0.
This is the cohomological incarnation of the fact that the Frobenius}Schur
indicator is !1 for an irreducible symplectic representation.
QUADRATIC EXCESS THEOREM. Suppose our family C/S of curves of genus
g51 has irreducible monodromy. De,ne constants A, C
1
, and C
2
as follows:
A :"+
i
hi
c
(S ?
k
kM , Q1
l
),
C
1
:"+
i
hi
c
(S ?
k
kM ,F),
C
2
:"+
i
hi
c
(S ?
k
kM ,F?F).
50 NICHOLAS M. KATZFor any ,nite extension E/k with dE’4A2, S (E) is nonempty, and denoting by
E
2
/E the quadratic extension of E, we have the inequalities
KP
S (E)
(dE#1!dC
s
(E))ds K4(3/2)C1
and
KdE#P
S (E)
(dE
2
#1!dC
s
(E
2
))ds K42C2(dE)1@2.
QUADRATIC EXCESS COROLLARY. Hypotheses as above, for any ,nite exten-
sion E/k we have
P
S (E)
dC
s
(E)ds"dE#O (1)
and
P
S (E)
dC
s
(E
2
)ds"dE
2
#dE#O((dE)1@2).
Proof. The corollary is a trivial rewriting of the theorem. For A the sum
of the hi
c
(S?
k
kM , Q1
l
), we have the Lang}Weil estimate
DdS (E)!(dE)dD4A(dE)d~1@2.
So to prove the theorem it su$ces to show that
K +
s */ S (E)
(dE#1!dC
s
(E)) K4C1(dE)d
and
K(dE)d‘1# +
s */ S (E)
(dE
2
#1!dC
s
(E
2
)) K4C2 (dE)d‘1@2.
FROBENIUS}SCHUR AND BROCK}GRANVILLE 51The "rst sum is (by the Lefschetz trace formula)
+
s */ S (E)
(dE#1!dC
s
(E))" +
s */ S (E)
Trace(Frob
E,s
DF)
" +
i/0 50 2d
(!1)iTrace(Frob
E
DHi
c
(S?
k
kM ,F)).
In this sum, the ith term is mixed of weight 4i#1 by Weil II, and the 2dth
term vanishes. So we get the desired estimate.
In the second sum, we have
+
s */ S (E)
(dE
2
#1!dC
s
(E
2
))
" +
s */ S (E)
Trace((Frob
E, s
)2 DF)
" +
s */ S (E)
Trace((Frob
E, s
) DSym2(F))
! +
s */ S (E)
Trace((Frob
E, s
) D"2(F))
" +
i/0 50 2d
(!1)iTrace(Frob
E
DHi
c
(S?
k
kM , Sym2(F)))
! +
i/0 50 2d
(!1)iTrace(Frob
E
DHi
c
(S?
k
kM , "2 (F)))
" +
i/0 50 2d~1
(!1)iTrace(Frob
E
DHi
c
(S?
k
kM , Sym2 (F)))
! +
i/0 50 2d~1
(!1)iTrace(Frob
E
DHi
c
(S?
k
kM , "2(F)))
!(dE)d‘1,
the last equality because, as already noted above,
H2d
c
(S?
k
kM , "2(F)):Q1
l
(!1!d ),
H2d
c
(S?
k
kM , Sym2 (F))"0.
52 NICHOLAS M. KATZIn this "nal expression, both Sym2(F) and "2 (F) are pure of weight 2, so for
i42d!1 both Hi
c
(S ?
k
kM , Sym2(F)) and Hi
c
(S?
k
kM , "2(F)) are mixed of
weight 42d#1. So we get the desired estimate for the second sum.
Q.E.D.
UNIFORM QUADRATIC EXCESS THEOREM. „ake as ground ring a normal
integral domain A which is ,nitely generated over Z. ‚et S/A be a smooth
A-scheme with all ,bres geometrically connected of some common dimension
d51. ‚et n :CPS be a proper smooth family of geometrically connected
curves of genus g. Suppose that for any ,nite ,eld k, and for any ring homomor-
phism a: APk, the resulting family on Sa/k :"S ?Ak/k has irreducible mono-
dromy. „here exist constants A, C
1
, and C
2
with the following properties. For
any ,nite ,eld E with dE54A2 and any ring homomorphism a :APE,
denoting by E
2
/E the quadratic extension of E, we have the estimates
KP
Sa (E)
(dE#1!dCa, s (E))dsK4(3/2)C1,
and
KdE#P
Sa (E)
(dE
2
#1!dC
s
(E
2
))dsK42C2 (dE)1@2.
Proof. The constants A, C
1
, C
2
in the previous theorem applied to Ca/Sa
stay bounded as a varies over all "nite-"eld valued points of Spec(A), cf.
[Ka}Sar, RMFEM, 9.3.3}4]. Q.E.D.
QUADRATIC EXCESS IN OTHER SELF-DUAL CONTEXTS
Fix an integer n50, and a degree d53. Denote by
n :XPH
n,d
the universal family over Z of smooth, degree d hypersurfaces in Pn‘1. Given
a "nite "eld k and a point h inH
n,d
(k), corresponding to a projective smooth
degree d hypersurface X
h
/k in Pn‘1, the zeta function of X
h
/F
q
has the form
P (X
h
/k, „)(~1)n‘1/(%
i/0 50 n
(1!(dk)i„))
with P („) a Z-polynomial with constant term one, of degree
prim(n, d) :"(d!1)((d!1)n‘1!(!1)n‘1)/d.
FROBENIUS}SCHUR AND BROCK}GRANVILLE 53Fix a prime number l. On the spaceH
n,d
[1/l], we have a lisse sheafF (the
sheaf Primn
l
of [Ka}Sar, RMFEM, 11.4.8]) of rank prim(n, d ), which is pure
of weight n, and which is equipped with an autoduality toward Q1
l
(!n) which
is alternating for n odd and orthogonal for n even. For odd n, F is just
Rnn * Q1 l, while for even n it is the codimension one orthogonal in Rnn*Q1 l of
the image of Hn of the ambient projective space. For a "nite "eld k and
a point h in H
n,d
(k), we have
dX
h
(k)"dPn(k)#(!1)nTrace(Frob
k,h
DF);
i.e.,
P (X
h
/k, „)"det(1!„Frob
k,h
DF).
It is known that for every "nite "eld k, the universal family overH
n,d
?Z k
has irreducible monodromy: for every l invertible in k, the lisse sheaf F on
H
n,d
?Z k is geometrically irreducible (and nontrivial, because its rank,
prim(n, d), is 52). For n51, cf. [Ka}Sar, RMFEM, 11.4.9 and its proof].
For n"0, we are looking at the universal family of binary forms of degree d,
so the assertion amounts to Abel’s theorem that the generic polynomial of
degree d in one variable has as Galois group the full symmetric group S
d
,
together with the fact thatF in this case is the (d!1)-dimensional augmen-
tation representation of S
d
, a representation which is well known to be
irreducible and orthogonally self-dual.
Let us denote by
D :"Binomial(n#1#d, d)!1
the dimension of H
n,d
?Z k. From the nontriviality of the geometrically
irreducible F, we get
H2D
c
(H
n,d
?Z kM ,F)"0.
If n is odd, the autoduality is alternating, the Frobenius}Schur indicator is
!1, and we get
H2D
c
(H
n,d
?Z kM , "2 (F)):Q1 l(!n!D),
H2D
c
(H
n,d
?Z kM , Sym2(F))"0.
54 NICHOLAS M. KATZIf n is even, the autoduality is orthogonal, the Frobenius}Schur indicator is
#1, and we get
H2D
c
(H
n,d
?Z kM , "2 (F))"0,
H2D
c
(H
n,d
?Z kM , Sym2(F)):Q1 l (!n!D).
We can now derive the diophantine consequences of these cohomological
incarnations of the value $1 of the Frobenius}Schur indicator, exactly as we
did at some length in the case of irreducible families of curves, where n was
odd and the indicator was !1. If n is even, the Frobenius}Schur indicator,
always (!1)n, changes sign as does the sign with which Trace(Frob
k,h
DF)
occurs in the expression
dX
h
(k)"dPn(k)#(!1)nTrace(Frob
k,h
DF).
These two sign changes cancel: whatever the parity of n, we end up with
quadratic excess (rather than quadratic defect). Here is the precise statement.
QUADRATIC EXCESS THEOREM. Fix integers n50 and d53. „here exist
constants A, C
1
, and C
2
with the following properties. For any ,nite ,eld E with
dE54A2, denoting by E
2
/E the quadratic extension of E, we have the
estimates
KPH
n,d (E)
(dPn(E)!dX
h
(E))dh K4(3/2)C1(dE)(n~1)@2
and
K(dE)n#PH
n,d (E)
(dPn (E
2
)!dX
h
(E
2
))dh K42C2 (dE)(2n~1)@2.
QUADRATIC EXCESS COROLLARY. Hypotheses as above; for any ,nite ,eld
E we have
PH
n,d (E)
dX
h
(E)dh"dPn(E)#O ((dE)(n~1)@2)
and
PH
n,d (E)
dX
h
(E
2
)dh"dPn(E
2
)#(dE)n#O ((dE)(2n~1)@2).
FROBENIUS}SCHUR AND BROCK}GRANVILLE 55Remarks. (1) Instead of taking the universal family of smooth hypersur-
faces of given degree d53 and dimension n51, we could have taken any
family with irreducible monodromy, for example, a Lefschetz pencil.
(2) For even n52, the geometric monodromy group for the universal
family is the full orthogonal group, except in the case n"2, d"3. In the case
n"2, d"3, of cubic surfaces in P3, the group is a "nite irreducible re#ection
group.
(3) If n is even, we can also take d"2. In this caseF has rank one and is
nontrivial: its geometric monodromy group is the full orthogonal group
O(1)"M$1N. So also in the universal family of even-dimensional quadrics,
we get quadratic excess. Limiting case: take d"2, n"0.
(4) In the case n"0, we are saying that, on average, degree d square-free
polynomials over F
q
have one root in F
q2
and two roots in F
q2
. This incarna-
tion of quadratic excess has an elementary number "eld analogue. Here is the
simplest case. Take a degree d polynomial f over Z whose Galois group is the
full symmetric group S
d
. By the classical Chebotarev density theorem, we
have
lim
X?=
(1/n(X)) +
p4X
dMroots of f in F
p
N"1,
while
lim
X?=
(1/n(X)) +
p4X
dMroots of f in F
p2
N"2.
EXCESS IN EXTENSIONS OF ARBITRARY DEGREE r51
To "x ideas, take the universal family
n :XPH
n,d
of the last section, with n51, d53, but exclude the case (n"2, d"3). To
analyze the question of excess in extensions of arbitrary degree r51, it no
longer su$ces to have irreducible monodromy; we must know what the
geometric monodromy group is. We will succeed for these universal families
because, for each "nite "eld k, the family over H
n,d
?Z k has the biggest
possible geometric monodromy group
G
’%0.
"Sp(prim(n, d)), if n is odd,
"O(prim(n, d )), if n is even.
56 NICHOLAS M. KATZIn both cases, there is no excess in extensions of odd degree, and in both cases
there is excess in extensions of low even degree. In the symplectic case, the
excess disappears in extensions of high even degree, while in the orthogonal
case the even degree excess never disappears. Here is the precise statement.
SYMPLECTIC HIGHER DEGREE EXCESS THEOREM. Fix integers n51, d53.
Suppose n is odd. Fix an integer r51. „here exist constants A, and C
r
with the
following property. For any ,nite ,eld E with dE54A2, denoting by E
r
/E the
extension of degree r, we have the following estimates.
(1) If r is odd, or if r’prim(n, d ), we have
KPH
n,d (E)
(dPn(E
r
)!dX
h
(E
r
))dh K42Cr(dE)(rn~1)@2.
(2) If r is even, and 24r4prim(n, d ), we have
K(dE)rn@2#PH
n,d (E)
(dPn(E
r
)!dX
h
(E
r
))dh K42Cr (dE)(rn~1)@2.
ORTHOGONALHIGHER DEGREE EXCESS THEOREM. Fix integers n52, d53.
Suppose n is even, and exclude the case n"2, d"3. Fix an integer r51.
„here exist constants A and C
r
with the following property. For any ,nite ,eld
E with dE54A2, denoting by E
r
/E the extension of degree r, we have the
following estimates.
(1) If r is odd, we have
KPH
n,d (E)
(dPn(E
r
)!dX
h
(E
r
))dh K42Cr(dE)(rn~1)@2.
(2) If r is even, we have
K(dE)rn@2#PH
n,d (E)
(dPn(E
r
)!dX
h
(E
r
))dh K42Cr (dE)(rn~1)@2.
Proof of the Higher Degree Excess „heorems. Fix a "nite "eld and a
prime number l invertible in k. OverH
n,d
?Z k we have the lisse Q1 l-sheafF.
Pick an embedding n of Q1
l
into C, and denote by (dk)1@2 in Q1
l
the choice of
square root which maps under n to the positive one in C. The choice of (dk)1@2
allows us to de"ne the fractional Tate-twistF (n/2) ofF. The sheafF(n/2) on
H ?Z k is pure of weight zero and lisse of rank prim(n, d ). If n is evenn,d
-
y
t
e
s
f.
e
s
e
),
e
FROBENIUS}SCHUR AND BROCK}GRANVILLE 57(respectively odd), F (n/2) is orthogonally (respectively symplectically) self
dual, and its geometric monodromy group G
’%0.
is O(prim(n, d )) (respectivel
Sp(prim(n, d)). Because F(n/2) is self-dual, all the Frobenii Frob
E,h
respec
the autoduality, and hence all Frobenii land in G
’%0.
.
With k and l "xed, we de"ne constants A and C
r
by
A :"+
i
hi
c
(H
n,d
?Z kM , Q1 l),
C
r
" +
a51, b50, a‘b/r
+
i/0 50 2D
a]dimHi
c
(H
n,d
?Z kM , "a(F)?Symb (F)).
It su$ces to prove that as E varies only over "nite extensions of k, th
theorems hold with these constants. Indeed, for "xed l, these constant
remain bounded as k varies over all "nite "elds of characteristic not l; c
[Ka}Sar, RMFEM, 9.3.3}4]. Let A(l) and C
r
(l) be upper bounds. Then th
theorems hold with the constants A(l ) and C
r
(l ) if we restrict to "nite "eld
E in which l is invertible. So if we pick any two distinct primes l
1
and l
2
, th
theorems hold universally with the constants A :"Sup(A (l
1
), A(l
2
)
C
r
"Sup(C
r
(l
1
), C
r
(l
2
)).
We now turn to proving the theorem over H
n,d
?Z k. For E/k a "nit
extension, and h in H
n,d
(E), we have
dX
h
(E
r
)"dPn (E
r
)#(!1)nTrace((Frob
E,h
)r DF).
So we have
PH
n,d (E)
(dPn(E
r
)!dX
h
(E
r
))dh
"(!1)n‘1PH
n,d (E)
Trace((Frob
E,h
)r DF)dh
"(!1)n‘1(dE)rn@2PH
n,d (E)
Trace((Frob
E,h
)r DF(n/2))dh.
So we must show the following three statements:
(1) If r is odd, or if n is odd and r’prim(n, d )"rank(F), we have
KPH
n,d (E)
Trace((Frob
E,h
)r DF (n/2))dh K42Cr/(dE)1@2.
58 NICHOLAS M. KATZ(2) If n is odd and r is even with 24r4prim(n, d ), we have
KPH
n,d (E)
Trace((Frob
E,h
)r DF(n/2))dh!(!1)n K42Cr/(dE)1@2.
(3) If n is even and if r52 is even, we have
KPH
n,d (E)
Trace((Frob
E,h
)r DF (n/2))dh!(!1)n K42Cr/(dE)1@2.
These will follow from Deligne’s equidistribution theorem [De}Weil II,
3.5.3]; cf. also [K}S, RMFEM, 9.2.6], which tells us that the large E limit of
PH
n,d (E)
Trace(Frob
E,h
)r DF(n/2))dh
may be computed as follows. Using n, view the semisimple Q1
l
-algebraic group
G
’%0.
as a complex semisimple group, and pick a maximal compact subgroup
K in G
’%0.
(C). In our case, G
’%0.
is either the full orthogonal group or the
symplectic group, of size prim(n, d ), so K is either the compact orthogonal
group O(prim(n, d ), R) or the compact symplectic group ;Sp(prim(n, d )). In
either case, the compact group K is given inside G‚(prim (n, d), C), and it is in
that sense that we will speak of the traces of elements of K. We endow K with
its total mass one Haar measures dk. Then we have
limdE?=PH
n,d (E)
Trace(Frob
E,h
)r DF (n/2))dh
"P
K
Trace(kr)dk.
Moreover, because the function Trace(kr) on K is the trace of a virtual
representation (as we will see below), we also get an e!ective estimate for the
absolute value of the di!erence: whenever E/k is a "nite extension with
dk54A2, we have
KPH
n,d (E)
Trace(Frob
E,h
)r DF(n/2))dh!P
K
Trace(kr) dkK
42C
r
/(dE)1@2.
FROBENIUS}SCHUR AND BROCK}GRANVILLE 59Let us explain brie#y how this comes about. A key ingredient is the
following classical linear algebra identity.
LEMMA. ‚et R be a ring, N51 a positive integer, < a free R-module of rank
N, and A an element of G‚(<). For any integer r51, we have the identity in R
Trace(Ar D< )" +
a51, b50, a‘b/r
a (!1)a~1Trace(A D"a (< )?Symb(<)).
Proof. By "rst reducing to the universal case (when R is the coordinate
ring of G‚ (N)/Z, and A has independent indeterminates as entries) and then
embedding R into R ?Z Q , we reduce to the case when R is a Q-algebra.
Then we have the following three standard identities:
det(1!„A)"expA! +
n51
Trace(An)„n/nB,
det(1!„A)" +
n50
(!1)nTrace("n(A))„n,
1/det(1!„A)" +
n50
Trace(Symn (A))„n.
Apply („d/d„) 3 log to the "rst, to get
(„d/d„(det(1!„A)))/det(1!„A)"! +
n51
Trace(An)„n.
Now use the second and third to rewrite the numerator and denominator
respectively. We get
A +
n50
n(!1)nTrace("n (A))„nB]A +
n50
Trace(Symn(A))„nB
"! +
n51
Trace(An)„n.
Equating coe$cients of like powers of „ gives the assertion. Q.E.D.
Apply this to Frob
E,h
acting on F(n/2). We get
Trace((Frob
E,h
)r DF(n/2))
" +
a51, b50,a‘b/r
a (!1)a~1Trace(Frob
E,h
D"a(F)?Symb (F)(rn/2)).
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n,d
(E), and using the Lefschetz trace formula, we get
(dH
n,d
(E))PH
n,d (E)
Trace(Frob
E,h
)r DF(n/2))dh
" +
a51, b50,a‘b/r
a (!1)a~1
] +
i/0 50 2D
Trace(Frob
E
, Hi
c
(H
n,d
?Z k, "a(F)?Symb (F)(rn/2)).
The coe$cient sheaves "a (F)? Symb(F)(rn/2) are all pure of weight zero, so
by Weil II the sum of all the terms with i(2D is bounded by C
r
(dE)D~1@2.
What about the terms with i"2D? Here we "nd the Tate-twisted coin-
variants under G"G
’%0.
:
H2D
c
(H
n,d
?Z kM , "a (F)? Symb(F)(rn/2))
:("a(F)?Symb(F)(rn/2))G(!D).
Because all the Frob
E,h
lie in G
’%0.
, Frob
E
acts on these twisted G
’%0.
-
coinvariants as the scalar (dE)D. Of course we do not yet know the dimension
of this cohomology group. Let us name it:
Invar(a, b) :"dimH2D
c
(H
n,d
?Zk1 , "a (F)?Symb (F)(rn/2)).
And let us de"ne
Inv :" +
a51, b50,a‘b/r
a (!1)a~1Invar(a, b).
Then the above discussion gives the estimate
K(dHn,d(E))PH
n,d (E)
Trace((Frob
E,h
)r DF(n/2))dh!Inv](dE)D K
4C
r
(dE)D~1@2.
Dividing through by dH
n,d
(E), we get
KPH
n,d (E)
Trace((Frob
E,h
)r DF(n/2))dh!Inv K42Cr/(dE)1@2.
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mension of the space of invariants of G
’%0.
in the virtual representation
" +
a51, b50,a‘b/r
a (!1)a~1"a(F(n/2))? Symb(F(n/2)).
Here G
’%0.
is either Sp(N) or O (N), for N :"rank(F)"prim(n, d ), and
F(n/2) is its standard representation, which we will call std
N
. So Inv is the
dimension of the space of invariants of either Sp(N) or O(N) in the virtual
representation
+
a51, b50,a‘b/r
a (!1)a~1"a(std
N
)? Symb(std
N
).
By the unitarian trick, i.e., the fact that K is Zariski dense in G
’%0.
, this is also
the dimension of the space of invariants of K(";Sp(N) or O(N, R)) in this
virtual representation. So by the linear algebra identity above, now applied to
K(";Sp(N) or O(N, R)) in its standard representation, we "nd
Inv"P
K
Trace(kr)dk.
So the theorems on higher degree excess now result from the following two
lemmas which are surely well known to the experts (e.g., cf. [Di}Sha]) but for
which I do not know a reference.
SYMPLECTIC HIGHER INDICATOR LEMMA. Suppose g51. For r51, we have
the formulas
P
US1 (2g)
Trace(Ar)dA"!1, if r is even and r42g,
P
US1 (2g)
Trace(Ar)dA"0, if r is odd, or if r’2g.
ORTHOGONAL HIGHER INDICATOR LEMMA. Suppose N51. For r51, we
have the formulas
P
O (N,R)
Trace(Ar)dA"1, if r is even,
"0, if r is odd.
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we have seen that
P
G
Trace(Ar)dA
" +
a51, b50,a‘b/r
a (!1)a~1dim(("a(std) ?Symb(std))G).
For either G, all the representations "a (std) and Symb (std) are self-dual, so we
can rewrite this formula as
P
G
Trace(Ar)dA
" +
a51, b50,a‘b/r
a (!1)a~1dimHom
G
(Symb(std), "a(std))
LEMMA. On;Sp(2g), we have the following results. If b"0 and if a is both
even and 42g, then
dimHom
G
(Symb(std), "a (std))"1.
If b"1 and if a is both odd and (2g, then
dimHom
G
(Symb(std), "a (std))"1.
In all other cases,
dimHom
G
(Symb(std), "a (std))"0.
Proof. For each dominant weight u of Sp(2g), we denote by <(u) the
irreducible representation with highest weight u. In terms of the fundamental
weights u
1
,2,ug of Sp(2g), the representations we are looking at are as
follows. For every b50, we have
Symb(std)"<(bu
1
).
For a’2g, we have
"a (std)"0.
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"a(std)""2g~a(std).
For a4g odd, we have
"a(std)"=
04j4*a@2+
<(u
a~2j
).
For a4g even, we have
"a(std)"1=A =
14j4*a@2+
<(u
2j
)B.
So for b52, Symb(std), whose highest weight is bu
1
, does not occur in any
"a(std). For b"1, Sym1(std)"< (u
1
) occurs precisely in those "a(std) with
a odd and a(2g, and it occurs once in each. For b"0, Sym0 (std)"1 occurs
precisely in those "a(std) with a even and a42g, and it occurs once in each.
Q.E.D.
Using this lemma and the above formula
P
US1 (2g)
Trace(Ar)dA
" +
a51, b50,a‘b/r
a (!1)a~1dimHom
G
(Symb(std), "a(std)),
we easily prove the symplectic indicator lemma. If r is odd, all the pairs (a, b)
which sum to r have opposite parity, so give zero contribution. If r is even,
then there are precisely two terms which could possibly contribute, namely
the (a"r!1, b"1) term and the (a"r, b"0) term. If r’2g, then
r52g#2, and both terms vanish. If r42g, the "rst contributes
(r!1)(!1)r~2"r!1, the second contributes r(!1)r~1"!r. Q.E.D.
We now turn to the proof of the orthogonal indicator lemma.
The group O(N, R) contains the scalar !1, so we trivially have
P
O (N,R)
Trace(Ar)dA"0, if r is odd.
Suppose now r is even, r"2k, k51. We "rst explain how the question
reduces to one on SO(N, R).
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O(2n#1, R)"($1)]SO(2n#1, R),
and the integrand is invariant under the subgroup $1. Hence we have
P
O (2n‘1,R)
Trace(A2k)dA"P
SO (2n‘1,R)
Trace(A2k)dA.
So for N"2n#1 odd, we must show that
P
SO (2n‘1,R)
Trace(A2k)dA"1, for all k51.
It su$ces to treat the case n51, the case n"0 being trivially correct.
If N"2n is even, then we have
P
O (2n,R)
Trace(A2k)dA
"(1/2)P
SO (2n,R)
Trace(A2k)dA#(1/2)P
O~(2n,R)
Trace(A2k)dA.
Let us "rst treat the case N"2. Every element in O
~
(2, R) has eigenvalues
M1, !1N, so the function Trace(A2k) on O
~
(2, R) is the constant function 2.
Therefore we "nd
P
O (2,R)
Trace(A2k)dA"(1/2)P
SO (2,R)
Trace(A2k)dA#1.
If we view SO (2, R) as the unit circle S1"R/2nZ with parameter h in [0, 2n),
then Haar measure is dh/2n, and the function Trace(A2k) is 2cos(2kh). Since
k51, we see that
P
SO (2,R)
Trace(A2k)dA"(1/2n)P
*0, 2n)
2cos(2kh)dh"0.
Thus for N"2, the proposition is proved.
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~
(2n, R) has both
1 and !1 as eigenvalues, and the remaining 2n!2 eigenvalues fall into
n!1 pairs of inverses Meih (j), e~ih (j)N. If we interpret these n!1 pairs of
inverses as arising from a conjugacy class in ;Sp(2n!2), we get a bijection
of spaces of conjugacy classes
O
~
(2n, R)d:;Sp(2n!2)d.
It is a marvelous fact that under this bijection, the total mass one Haar
measures coincide; cf. [Ka}Sar, RMFEM, 5.0.4 and 5.0.7] And under this
bijection, the function Trace(A2k) on O
~
(2n, R)d becomes the function
2#Trace(A2k) on ;Sp(2n!2)d. Thus we "nd
P
O (2n,R)
Trace(A2k)dA
"(1/2)P
SO (2n,R)
Trace(A2k)dA#(1/2)P
US1 (2n~2)
(2#Trace(A2k))dA
"1#(1/2)P
SO (2n,R)
Trace(A2k)dA#(1/2)P
US1 (2n~2)
Trace(A2k)dA.
We have already evaluated the "nal term:
P
US1 (2n~2)
Trace(A2k)dA"!1 for 14k4n!1
"0 for k5n.
So for N"2n even with n52, we must show
P
SO (2n,R)
Trace(A2k)dA"1, if 14k4n!1
"0, if k5n.
So the orthogonal higher indicator lemma above is equivalent to the
following one.
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(1) For N53 odd, and for any k51, we have
P
SO (N,R)
Trace(A2k)dA"1.
(2) For N54 even, and k51, we have
P
SO (N,R)
Trace(A2k)dA"1, if 242k(N,
"0, if 2k5N.
Proof. We "rst treat separately the case N"4. The group SO(4, R) in
its standard representation std
4
is the quotient of ;Sp(2)];Sp(2) in
std
2
? std
2
by the subgroup of order 2 generated by (!1, !1). Thus we have
P
SO (4,R)
Trace(A2k)dA"P
US1 (2)]US1 (2)
Trace((A?B)2k)dAdB
"P
US1 (2)]US1 (2)
Trace(A2k)Trace (B2k)dAdB
"AP
US1 (2)
Trace(A2k)dAB
2
.
We have already seen that for k51, we have
P
US1 (2)
Trace(A2k)dA"!1, if k"1,
"0, if k52,
so the proposition is correct for N"4.
We next treat separately the case N"3. For SO(3, R), every conjugacy
class meets the maximal torus Diag(eih, 1, e~ih). We have SO(3, R)d"[0, n],
and the direct image of Haar measure is (2/n)sin(h/2)2dh. The function
Trace(A2k) on SO(3, R)d is the function 1#2 cos(2kh) on [0, n]. The proposi-
tion amounts to the vanishing of :
*0,n+
cos(2kh)sin(h/2)2dh for k51.
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representation of G"SO (N, R). We will use the identity
P
SO (N,R)
Trace(Ar)dA
" +
a51, b50,a‘b/r
a (!1)a~1dimHom
G
("a(std), Symb(std)).
Let us temporarily admit the truth of the following lemma.
LEMMA. ‚et N55. On G"SO(N, R), we have the following results.
If a"0 and if b is even, then
dimHom
G
("a(std), Symb (std))"1.
If a"1 and if b is odd, then
dimHom
G
("a(std), Symb (std)))"1.
If a"N!1 and if b is odd, then
dimHom
G
("a(std), Symb (std)))"1.
If a"N and if b is even, then
dimHom
G
("a(std), Symb (std)))"1.
In all other cases,
dimHom
G
("a(std), Symb (std))"0.
We "rst explain why this lemma implies the special orthogonal indicator
lemma. Indeed, if N is odd, then the only term (a, b) which can contribute to
+
a51, b50,a‘b/2k
a (!1)a~1dimHom
G
("a (std), Symb (std))
is the single term (1, 2k!1), which contributes 1. This proves part (1). If N is
even, there are at most three terms (a, b) which can contribute to this sum:
(1, 2k!1), which contributes 1,
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(N!1, 2k#1!N), which contributes N!1,
(N, 2k!N), which contributes !N.
This proves part (2).
It remains to prove the lemma. Suppose "rst N"2n#1 is odd, n52. In
terms of the fundamental weights u
1
,2, un, we have
std"< (u
1
),
"0 (std)"1"< (0u
1
),
"a(std)"< (u
a
), for 14a4n!1,
"n(std)"< (2u
n
),
"N~a (std):"a(std) for 14a4N,
Symb(std)"=
04j4*b@2+
< ((b!2j)u
1
)), for b50,
So the lemma is clear in this case: the highest weights of the irreducible
constituents of any Symb(std) are integer multiples of u
1
, and the only "a (std)
of this type have a either 0 or 1 or N or N!1.
Suppose now N"2n is even, n53. In terms of the fundamental weights
u
1
,2, un, we have
std"< (u
1
),
"0(std)"1"< (0u
1
),
"a(std)"< (u
a
), for 14a4n!2,
"n~1(std)"< (u
n~1
#u
n
),
"n(std)"< (2u
n~1
) =< (2u
n
),
"N~a(std):"a(std) for 14a4N,
Symb(std)"=
04j4*b@2+
<((b!2j)u
1
)), for b50.
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integer multiples of u
1
. As n53, the only "a(std) of this type have either 0 or
1 or N or N!1. So the lemma is clear in this case as well. Q.E.D.
Remark. We formulated the quadratic excess theorems for certain univer-
sal families of smooth projective hypersurfaces, whose geometric monodromy
groups we knew to be the full orthogonal or symplectic groups. But any
family X/S of smooth projective hypersurfaces whose geometric monodromy
group is the full orthogonal or symplectic group would work as well; as
would any family of curves C/S of genus g51 whose geometric monodromy
group is the full symplectic group.
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